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Chris Mullins, The Phone Sales Doctor™ 
 

The Most Critical Tool in the Office 
 

Despite Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, smartphones, smartwatches and tablets that do everything 
a computer used to do, the most critical tool in your office is still … 
 

THE TELEPHONE 
 
In your business, whether it is a law firm, a dental practice or any type of company that has 
clients, patients, customers or prospects, often the missing link between your hard-earned 
professional skills and actually closing sales is the telephone. 
 
Here’s the sad truth: You can be highly skilled, be beautifully equipped, have top-notch staff, run 
killer ads and create second-to-none marketing campaigns, and STILL miss out on actually doing 
business with the people you are trying to reach … if people aren’t trained to use the phone 
correctly. If the phone isn’t working right, you’ll have: 
 

• far fewer appointments scheduled 
• far fewer consultations and cases 
• more surprise no-shows happening 
• overall far fewer sales going forward 
• greatly reduced return on your marketing investment 

 
After all of your correct marketing, screening and qualifying, that first phone interaction can 
literally be either the deal maker or the deal breaker. As can the correct follow-up. 
 
Don’t forget my #1 rule: Inspect What You Expect™. One of my attorney clients recently sent 
me a “What I Learned” or WIL. He says: We just assumed they were doing intakes right, but we 
weren’t checking to make sure. In many cases we were dropping the ball. Now we don’t because 
we constantly monitor and train. 
 
Stick with me, and you’ll learn how to make the telephone the most effective tool in your office. 
And keep an eye out for a new feature: The WIL of the Month! 
 

ATTORNEYS: Schedule your FREE 3-Part Strategy Call with Chris Mullins now and 
begin converting more prospect calls into profitable cases. This Strategy Call includes a     

FREE Mystery Call. Schedule here:  https://www.lawfirmconversions.com/strategy-call/ 
 
 

Weekly FREE 5-Minute Video Email Coaching with Chris Mullins! 
The Telephone Lifeline to Your Business 

Opt-in at www.GreatBottomLine.com/fixmyphones 
 
  


